INTERNATIONAL POLICY CLUBS APPLY REASON

Outcome of War Today Is Disaster—Commerce, Trade and Cooperation Is Relationship of Nations

Twenty million men are today sacrificing their love, hate, hope and love in the greater war which is sweeping Europe. It is within reason that a body of men met here a few hours of their time in some manner that, more than once time with which a current of everything that is precious in human life will be as more. This is the site of the International Polity Clubs which will be held before the Iowa City High School John Men, of the division of International and Education of the Catholic Foundation.

The year 1911 will probably determine whether war will continue or whether the general change in thought will bring about a reformed type of world and the armistice which the peace at the Armistice of whom is bound to be won, will be able to bring about a future which will bring about a future which can do every good that might be possible. Therefore the outcome of War is peaceful. Mexico, Austria, Germany and the charge of the power.

"The derivative idea the survival of the Fittest cannot apply to human society. We now believe that the army destroys the uses to which the world, so that, at the conclusion of international controversies, there will be no demand for large or the economic class is to have and the degree of curiosity.

Dr. Metz explained that there are different classes of millionaires, those who believe in armament for protection, those who believe in the armament for the public, those who do not believe in the armament for the public.

The support of war is the basis of human, honor, national and international law.

The advance in commercialism during the last few years brought a complete change in the relationships of nations. With the wonderful growth in the commercialism of the world, nations have been affected by the sacrifice of their commercial interests in the production, and the present world is its and its attendant results, such effects, are, in an answer to the question of benefits of cooperation and its results.
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A POINT IN ARGUMENT.

We strive for efficiency, time, accurateness and legislation in our everyday life, for the splendor of society, for more enjoyment; for better health, we struggle against infant mortality, cancer, tuberculosis, and other plagues. But what about war? We submit to it, we face it, we believe in it. We have killed in six months ten times the number of persons that the diphtheria serum has cured and the injury that the war has killed the street, and in the world, the establishments of homes, the pride of the nations. This is one of the substantial arguments against war that is offered by Dr. Men, who is here in conference with the Iowa peace and war society.

FIRST PUBLIC JOINT TO BE HELD TONIGHT.

Zings-to-Throw Away Ascend President. And Admission to Joint Program.

Something new among the lines of social advancement is the exciting event that has been announced for tonight in the union building. A group of the Iowanians are to present a new form of entertainment that will be something different from the performances that we have seen so far this semester. It is a combination of music, dance, and drama, and is sure to be a success.


The Most Exclusive Styles at Moderate Prices.

We now have the Spring Models of the GOSSARD CORSET

THE WOMAN'S SHOP

Jefferson Hotel Building

HARVAT & STACH

"FORTUNE HUNTER" A POPULAR PLAY

HUMOR AND DRAMATIC QUALITIES COMBINE TO MAKE POPULAR PRODUCTION.

Managers announce Big Advance Circulation of Tickets for Sale—

June 20, Ten Acres in the City To-morrow.

For a play, remarkable in its plot, acted in competition, and drama, the "Fortune Hunter" will be presented by the Iowanians. The play will be in the style of the best plays that have been produced in recent years. The plot is well-drawn and the acting is excellent. The play is well-acted and the scenery is very effective.

VETERANS OF SERVICE.

Lest We Forget.

The play is a tribute to the brave men who served in the war, and it is a plea for peace and understanding. The play is very well done, and the audience is sure to enjoy it.

SABINES' EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE (Inc.),

Manhattan Building, Des Moines Iowa.

Twenty-one years of successful service proves that Sabin's of Education informs our plan of playing teachers. Good publicists for University trained teachers, experienced or inexperienced. We will not sell sick teachers. Beware sending anywhere with our name.

MANAGEMENT OFFICE,

1211-2 Dubuque St.

Phone 140.

DELR. W. BALD

Johnson County Savings Bank Bldg.

Telephone 117.

DELR. W. DONOVAN

J. W. O'Connell & Son

540-12 Jackson St.

Telephone 140.

Dr. Rubber is the invention of Dr. Rubber, who first used it in the 18th century. The name comes from the word "rubber," which is the Latin word for "rubber."
**Englel'-Theatre**

**THURS., Fri., Sat., and Sun.**

**MARCH 11, 12, 13 and 14**

*"The Hit of the Season"*

**PEPPEL & SHEAN'S**

**WHIRL**

**1915 EDITION**

**FOOTBALL**

**CATCHY MUSIC**

**METROPOLITE QUARTET**

A rare and creamy cocktail of Mirth, Music and Song.

Matinees 2:30, Night 8:15, Prices 20c & 30c

Children 10c

**SPORT FOPPLETS**

By "Charlie."

Norris, Cincinnati's star guard, has been selected again to head the mar­
ket and black basketball five for next year. Norris almost madeXillibury all-Iowa team and was chosen by a few critics.

Charles E. Breelick, Harvard's fa­

mous gridiron star of the past three seasons and through whom Amos re­
ceived a goodly amount of advertis­ing during the winter, has accepted a position on the football team at Johns Hopkins university for next fall. He will not sign a contract un­

til June as he does not wish to ir­

jure his amateur standing.

The University of California base­

ball team will sail for Japan May 14, where they will play a series of games with the university teams of the Orient.

Considerable interest is being aroused concerning the invitation extended to Michigan to enter the Irish cup this spring. The invi­

tation was extended by the most au­

thorities, but the effort will have on the other entrants is problen­

matical. According to conference rules a large number of the schools, Iowa included, will be unable to enter because of the fact that Michigan is outside the circle, and there is a ban over the Ann Arbor school.

The elimination tournaments in the state high school basketball bas­

kettl boots will begin today and last until tomorrow evening, when the finals will be played. The teams and region­

als in the four districts will meet in the state tournament, which will decide the state titles, at Iowa City, March 13 and 14.

The final trials of the university wrestling team will be held this ev­

ing. Five fast boots in each of the five classes is promised. The two main boots of the evening will be be­

tween Gran and Henderson and Bar­

d and Croshy. The Iowa gymnastic team will also give exhibition gym­

nastic feats during the course of the evening. Schroeder will referee.

OLD GRAD. PRIZES

TWO OTHER GRADS.

(Continued from Page One)

(Continued from Page Two)
"The Master Key"
By John Fleming Wilson

"There was a time when a man was reasonable enough to go in and get a little money from some of his friends and then get another little money from some of the same friends and a little more from other friends, and that was the end of it."